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B. F. Skinner, a famous behavioral scientist, believed that in order to experimentally analyse human and animal behaviour, each act of behavior could be divided into three important parts. These three parts form part of his three-year situation: discriminatory stimulus, a workable response
and a strengthening/punisher. The three-year situation is very important in the study of opera conditioning. To illustrate the functioning of the behavioural analysis, the behaviour of leaving the classroom, when the school day is over, may be divided into a three-year situation. The clock,
which acts as a discriminatory incentive, has sounded at the end of the school day. When the bell rings, the students leave the classroom. Leaving the classroom is an operatic response. Strengthening leaving the classroom on time stems from other behaviors where students can engage
now that the school day is over. But if the same behavior on the exit of the classroom takes place before the bell ring (i.e. in the absence of a discriminatory incentive), the student now faces punishment. A penalty for leaving a class early would result because such behavior violates school
rules and leads to a variety of adverse consequences, such as staying after school. Dictionary Index | Quotes From The Running Head: Skinner and his influence on Psychology Skinner and his influence on Psychology Skinner and his influence on the Psychology of William James,
Sigmund Freud, Carl Rogers, Wilhelm Wundt, John Watson and Burrhus Frederic Skinner are some of the many influential supporters of the history of psychology. This document focuses on Burrhus Frederic Skinner; Also known as BF Skinner, his work on the theory of behavioral theory
and how his approach to psychology is the main stream of psychology... Free B. F. Skinner, Radical Behavioral, Noam Chomsky 866 Words | 4 Pages Open Document quite different from many traditional models that focus on the characteristics of the leader, the Yukl situation model
focuses on driver behavior. The model is both complex and comprehensive, but it is based on the everyday practical reality of managers. As an integrated conceptual framework, the Yukl model has both strengths and weaknesses. Firstly, in addition to being practical in conception and
integration, it is a flexible model. Natural traits, a move toward vision, and... Premium ethics, term, success 814 words | 4 Pages Open Document BF SKINNER INTRODUCTION Burrhus Frederic Skinner was born on the 20th March 1904 in Susquehana, Pennsylvania. 18, 1990, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Skinner's career as a psychologist lasted almost 60 years. He has been named one of the most distinguished psychologists of the century and has been named the most controversial. His political ideologies have been attacked left-right and centre-right,
especially psychologists who predominantly study research field. Thanks to the skinners, he has a firm belief in the habit, he has been portrayed as the sole and last representative of the field. It is also said that he kept psychology going for so many years, on a long and boring night of
behavioralism, as one famous psychologist pointed out. Skinner invented the air conditioning chamber, also known as skinner's box. Skinner's box was designed to investigate animal behavior in laboratories. Operant Conditioning is a concept that is very familiar to psychologists, designed
to explain behavior. Skinner's box has been passed through violent and passionate criticism. It has been described as a bloodless method of creating decerebrating. Skinner's theories were typical us products and were not as successful in Europe.   BEHAVIOURISM Skinner began
publishing scientific documents in the early 1930s and he did not stop until the day of his death. He published 200 titles and dozens of books. Although contributing a lot of empirical facts, Skinner has solved a number of problems. He cultivated the development of behavioral therapy and



behavioral change. Watson's development of his behaviour at the beginning of this century enriched and redefined behaviour. Pavlov had been practicing behavioral behavior for years. Before the behavior, scientific psychology relied mainly on introspection, which was their main way of
obtaining information and data. William Wundt was a firm believer in introspection, which Skinner rejected. Introspection was found to be inadequate when it comes to complex phenomena such as pathologically disabled people, problem solving or people who were unable to explain their
inner lives. Behaviour has an important epistemological effect, which has close links with the dual approach, mind and substance. The behavior spread throughout America and Europe with great enthusiasm. A group of second-generation demeanor designers with a note of neo-
behaviourists expanded and showed their impressions of behavior. Hull was one of the most influential neo-ists. In 1943, he published a book on The Principles of Behavior, in which Skinner was a serious criticise. Guthrie and Tolman were valuable members of neo-acters and also
published books on behavior. These psychologists found a link between behavioral variables and environmental variables. Skinner took a different view of neo-acters and Watson's understanding of behavior when he developed and developed his position. He called himself a radical man of
behavior. The big debate on behaviour was discussed about how much the environment was affected by the behaviour. In addition to how much people have predisposition to genetics, such as intelligence, mind, and personality, influenced behavior. Skinner was standing next to Operant
Conditioning. OPERANT CONDITIONING Operant Conditioning between environmental incentives and our own behaviour. If the action provides a positive response, we are likely to repeat this action and probably do not repeat the actions with a negative response. Edward L.Thorndike
developed operatic conditioning. He discovered it by placing a hungry cat inside the puzzle box. It could only be eaten if he discovered how to operate the latch that opened the door. At first the cat accidentally acted as a latch, and later after practice, it could open the latch without
hesitation. Thorndike called this process a study of trial and error. It concluded the link between the reply and its consequences, which it called the right of influence. If the consequences of the behavior are likely to recur. Skinner specified this theory and implemented a three-term situation:
Discriminatory Incentive Response After Event Operatant behavior takes place through discriminatory incentives where a certain response occurs. For example: Learning to answer your phone only when it rings, as opposed to picking up the phone when it's not ringing and waiting to be able
to greet someone (Carlson and Buskist, 1997). Discriminatory incentive: The phone rings Answer: Phone picking up and greeting a person calling After An Event: A person in another tondon due to operant behavior.   Skinner Box This was Skinner's greatest invention; it is a device in which
the behaviour of an animal is easy to monitor, handle and automatically record (Carlson and Buskist, 1997). He used the observations he made about animals to solve human problems. Due to its simplicity, the conclusions drawn are more or less flawless. Psychologists can monitor,
manipulate and store information about an animal's behaviour freely. The seed is adapted to the size of the animal. The animal has room to walk around and is equipped with a response device, lever or chain that the animal can activate. Once the animal has activated the lever, an electrical
signal is given, recorded and called in response. A strengthening stimulus is usually given to the food hub under automatic control. The purpose of this box is that the enhancer can affect the animal. Strengthening, punishment and extinction of Operant conditioning can be followed by five
major responses: Positive reinforcement: increases the likelihood that the response will recur with appetizing stimulus, which is the stimulus that the body is looking for. Appetizing stimulus increases the frequency of positive enhancer. For example, if you go to the new gym for the first time
and enjoy the environment and facilities (appetizing stimulus), you decide to join the gym and go regularly (answer). Negative reinforcement : an increase in response rate followed by regular and reliably (Carlson and Buskist, 1997). For example, your television makes a terribly screeching
sound when switched on (aversive stimulus), stopped when the television is hit hard by hand (answer). Penalty : is the cessation or reduction of frequency, if followed by an aversive stimulus. Parents punish their children by trying to control their behavior and teach them the right thing to do.
When a child gets scratched by his cat (aversive stimulus) every time he pokes his cat in the eye (action), he finally learns to stop this behavior. Response cost : a reduction in the frequency of activity, followed by the cessation of appetising stimulus. For example, if you talk to a good friend
and make a note that your friend is unappreciative (his smile disappears), you will learn to remove that appetizing (your friends smile returns). Removing a smile punishes an invaluable remark. Extinction: the reduction in the frequency of previously reinforced responses, as it is no longer
followed by a reinforced (Carlson and Buskist, 1997). For example, if you stopped making fun of it, if no one laughed at it.   Designing skin molding invented design to teach people new behavior. Design involves strengthening behaviour that harmonises the desired response. For example, if
we were to teach a pigeon to knock on a lever when the light is on (a discriminatory incentive) so that its food has been realized, it would be the first time a pigeon has come into contact with that chamber, thus teaching it new behavior. A pigeon must be taught to eat from a pellet dispenser.
The hub makes noise every time the pellets are released. The pigeon is first given to the pellet when he finds the lever and then when he learns that he will be given another pellet when he learns to walk towards the lever. Finally, when he actually touches the lever, it's rewarded with pellets.
The pigeon learns to do this answer over and over again because he is paid for food.    Intermittent reinforcement Not every action provides an answer; For example, not every hunting trip is going to be successful, although that doesn't stop people from trying again. Skinner came up with
this theory due to a lack of supplies. He was forced to rig a food dispenser machine to release food intermittently in line with the response of the pigeon. He found that it extended the time of extinction. This gave him reason for further experiments on the timing of reinforcements. There are
four types of intermittent reinforcements. Fixed ration graph : reinforcement takes place only after a specified number of responses. Variable ration graph : characterised by the requirement for variable calibration with a specific medium. Fixed interval schedule : the first response made after
a fixed interval since the previous strengthening. Variable interval schedule : characterised by a variable time requirement with a special average (Carlson and Buskist, 1997).   Generalisation and discrimination Generalisation occurs when there is a similar discriminatory incentive.
Generalisations can be reduced by training in discrimination. Through this training, organisms recognize very complex similarities. For example: Hernstein and Loveland trained pigeons to recognize specific incentives, in their case, people. They first trained pigeons to peck a plastic disc.
The pigeons were then shown on slides, some depicting people in a number of different scenes, and other slides that did not show a human. Every time the pigeons pecked on the disk, when they were shown a human slide, they were given pellets. This was the beginning of discrimination
training. Doves were not rewarded when they pecked on the disk when the slide was shown, without a human. Without a human presence, there was a discriminatory incentive to signal extinction. The pigeons learned to react quickly when the human slide was shown and did not respond
when not present without a person on the slide. In one case, pigeons out smart people when they were tested.   Mental Health Skinner ventured into the mental heath in the 1950s. Pavlov and Watson influenced him greatly. His position was an alternative to psychodynamics and
psychoanalysis. He gave half a dozen papers based mainly on science and human behavior. He criticized Freud's theory, even though he advocated experimental behavioral analysis to monitor and understand abnormal behavior. Freud took a mental approach to mental health. Skinner
noted: The behavior was a downgraded position for the expression of the expression of the activities of the mental apparatus or the expression of symptoms of the underlying disorder. Skinner thought that turning to introspection threatens some of the relationship between actual behaviour
and that the history of individuals disappears, making them harder to help. Skinners' approach may seem theoretically bad, though it is essentially pragmatic (M. Richelle; 1993). It had little impact on the classification of diseases, but more on the problem of treatment. He thought the focus
was less on defining different conditions, but on changing behaviour. If behaviour can be changed, it makes no sense to label a person as a psychiatrist (M. Richelle; 1993). Skinner defined some of the simple mechanisms of abnormal behavior when pushed to some extreme point. For
example, extreme emotions past a certain level can cause abnormal behavior out of control. Skinner noted that Fear is a normal healthy reaction that helps us get away from dangerous situations. If the situation is so threatening or other factors may contribute to the fear of the situation, it
can create a phobia. A lot of abnormal behavior can be explained by normal behavior. Experimental research has been dominated by the methodology of statistical procedures, such as the generalisation of the laws of group studies and pilot projects. Behaviour occurs in an individual and
variables should be checked as they are widely observed in Orthodox studies. Skinner took another stand, taking out laboratory tests on individuals. He proved that behavior can be changed with a given variable. He believed in changing A and changing state B, followed by the return of A.
This application has been applied to experimental studies on the effects of drugs on behaviour.   SOCIETY AND UTOPIA Skinners' great contribution to psychology was its influence on social philosophy, an alternative to psychodynamics and psychoanalysis. His main writings are freedom
and dignity in 1972 and prison warden 2 in 1946. He promoted experimental analysis of behavior as a means of understanding abnormal behavior. Warden II Warden 2 is a guided tour of Frazier, the founder of the community. He shows two men and their girlfriends in their community. One
of the men, Burris is a psychologist and Castle historian. A large village called Warden Two has a population of 2000, which lives in Fraziers rules, procedures and theories. The visit took place at the end of World War II, when American society was. Because of the dissatisfaction with the
illusions of freedom and social justice offered to America after victory, Skinner wrote utopia against the political plan. Walden 2 is an agricultural community and lives in a closed economy. The workforce is made up of the community. In return, they will receive all their vital needs, such as
housing, goods, clothing and education. Skinner believed that four days of hours per capital proved more productive on a population scale than the eight hours required in modern society. Skinner believed productivity is high in the morning and tasks are done faster and more efficiently.
Secondly, people in the community work for themselves, who are against someone else, which encourages people harder. Warden Two does not include a class system, nor were private property, alcoholics, unemployment, banks, insurance companies, etc. Women in the community have
half their free time, against those who have to stop all housework. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Skinner's Warden Two, sold 3 million copies in several languages, although Warden Two was heavily criticized, and Skinner was labelled a Nazi. Warden 2 was tried several times in
real life, which stimulated a huge amount of controversy. While many people have argued that the goal of Warden Two cause disputes.   Beyond Freedom and Dignity Beyond Freedom and Dignity, the Skinners try to explain the world's problems. Skinner argues that the terrible problems
humanity has presented today are population explosion, the nuclear Holocaust, world hunger, environmental pollution and the depletion of resources. Skinner thought that people could not deal with these problems effectively and ingeniously. Skinner blames this behavior not for the lack of
technical possibilities, but for people's unwillingness to put themselves in a writing perspective. These problems will not be solved until people have drastic changes in their mentality towards the earth. We do not have unlimited resources that we can accumulate at any time. As long as
people don't agree that they are not entirely autonomous beings, acting as sovereign internal initiatives, they will reveal to make their work increasingly dangerous for those selves believing that they are still in control of it in their favor (M. Richelle; 1993). Human behavior is controlled by a
predisposition to genetics, which controls and influences our behavior with the environment. Freedom has been a major factor in our society today, which people take for granted and do not feel any limitations. We value freedom and avoid such forms of slavery, abuse or any re-ding
situation. Skinner argues that we appreciate this idea to avoid the concept that we are not autonomous creatures.   Sarah Charles 99210044 99210044
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